Abstract: This paper presents a new methodology for online voltage stability assessment, consisting of two steps. Firstly, the time evolution of the power system operating state is modeled with the help of a forecasting-aided state estimator; secondly the voltage collapse point is determined through an extrapolation technique based on tangent vector behavior. Tests are carried out using the IEEE-14 bus system, where different operating scenarios are considered. The results show that monitoring system load trends may improve the assessment of voltage stability.
INTRODUCTION
Voltage collapse problems have become a relevant concern during planning and operation of power systems, since serious consequences, like dynamic instability may arise [1] . Even though the phenomenon is recognized as a dynamic event, references [2, 3] show that, under certain considerations, a static system model suffices voltage stability analysis. Several indices based on this static model have been proposed to evaluate voltage security, whose main idea consists in determining load margin and the system critical bus. Critical bus is that one whose state variables vary at most at the voltage collapse point. Reference [4] compares several techniques proposed in the literature, and concludes that none of them is capable of predicting the voltage collapse point and identify the critical bus. Continuation method [5] determines the voltage collapse point accurately and identifies the critical bus, but it is usually time consuming for large systems. The problem of efficiently computing voltage collapse point and identifying the system critical bus at early stages is solved in [6] , where a quadratic extrapolation technique based on the tangent vector behavior as a function of load increase is proposed. Such a vector is used as a predictor step in continuation method, and converge to the right eigenvector at the voltage collapse point, enabling one to obtain information about initial dynamics of voltage collapse.
The method proposed in [6] is easily incorporated to any power flow program, since tangent vector calculation requires a few computational effort, as shown in Section 2. In general, by purpose of voltage collapse analysis, one considers load increase direction with constant power factor [7] . However, system loads may experiment different variations and follow different trends during power system operation.
In this paper, a forecasting-aided state estimator (FASE) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] provides real-time information for voltage security monitoring. FASE may be viewed as a traditional static state estimator with the addition of a prediction step. The prediction step allows the modeling of system state evolution over time, by using information from past estimates. It is possible to identify system state trends, that are driven by system load evolution. This allows the evaluation of voltage security for the predicted states, which corresponds to future load scenarios.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the extrapolation technique used to determine voltage collapse point and critical bus as well. Section 3 presents the concepts of the forecasting-aided state estimator and Section 4 presents the proposed methodology for on-line voltage stability monitoring. Section 5 illustrates the application of the proposed methodology and Section 6 discusses the conclusion of this work.
TANGENT VECTOR CALCULATION AND EXTRAPOLATION TECHNIQUE
where λ is the parameter that drives the system from one stable equilibrium point to another and x represents the state variables. Under normal operating conditions, a power system exhibits slow dynamics, with transient oscillations of small amplitude compared with the overall change observed in a short time period (minutes). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a hypothetical mode of operation (quasistatic) in which the load changes are met instantaneously by generation and other system variables. Considering that the system is operating under quasistatic conditions, its state of operation is perfectly characterized by the set of all complex nodal voltages (magnitudes and phase angles) [2, 3] . The load is increased as follows:
where P i and Q i are the active and reactive loads after the parameter λ is varied, and P i0 and Q i0 are the initial active and reactive loads at bus i. Active power generation is increased in the same way. Constants K pi and K qi represent the active and reactive power increase direction of bus i. Hence, eq. (2) represents a generic load increase direction. Therefore, for a known operating point, one has:
where g represents the generators, l represents the load buses and J is the load-flow Jacobian. Equation (3) provides the system tangent vector.
The investigation of tangent vector behavior as a function of load increase is exploited in [6] , where a comparison between tangent vector and right eigenvector is shown for the purpose of critical bus identification. It is concluded that the tangent vector provides an early identification of the critical bus, which is not obtained by any other index. Tangent vector behavior, however, does not allow the prediction of the bifurcation point. This drawback may be overcome through the methodology shown below.
Voltage Collapse Point Determination
It can be assumed that an initial operating point (associated with λ 1 ) and its tangent vector are known. Hence, one knows the initial critical bus of the system, i.e. that one associated with the largest entry in the tangent vector. If the system is slightly loaded, another operating point (function of λ 2 ) and its tangent vector may be calculated. If it is assumed that the tangent vector index has a quadratic behavior as a function of load increase, the following methodology is proposed:
1 For an initial operating point, load slightly the system to obtain another operating point. Determine the tangent vector associated with both operating points. Store the largest entry of each one.
2 Calculate the quadratic function parameters for the index I T (λ) = aλ 2 + c, where I T (λ) is the inverse of the largest entry in the tangent vector of the load-flow Jacobian and λ is the system parameter. Therefore, it is a set of two equations for two unknown, since a and c are to be determined. The parameter c is the initial guess for the bifurcation point (λ*), i.e. the point where the function crosses the λ axis. Apply the value (λ*) to generation and load.
3 If the system of equations converges to a solution, go to
Step 1. Otherwise, calculate a new λ from the expression
4. If the load-flow equations converge when λ* new is applied to load and generation, go to Step 1. Otherwise, λ* new becomes λ* in eq. (4) , and another λ* new is evaluated.
This process converges to the bifurcation point. It is important to stress that the results obtained through this technique are the same as those obtained with the use of continuation methods. Therefore, the method handles accurately discontinuity problems due to reactive power limits. Reference [14] proposes a method to detect the voltage collapse point, tracking the state variables (voltage level magnitude) as a function of system parameter. In order to obtain accurate results, the method proposed in [14] should follow the same iterative steps presented in Section 2.1.
FORECASTING-AIDED STATE ESTIMATION
State forecasting plays an important role in the state estimation process. In FASE [10] , a state forecasting step is added to a traditional static power system state estimation algorithm. Three basic steps are involved: modeling of system dynamics, state forecasting and state filtering. They are discussed as follows.
Modeling of System Dynamics
For a given network configuration, the unique way of assessing the system state is through the measurements gathered from around the system. For instance, at time instant k, the collected measurements are filtered using a state estimation process which then creates a historical series of filtered system states. This series is used to predict the system state of the next time instant k+1. Based on this sequence of prediction and filtering, the following dynamic system can be established considering that the system is operating under quasistatic condition:
where x and z are the state and measurement vectors, respectively; F and G are nonzero diagonal matrices describing the state transition process and h is the load flow function associated with the measurement equation; w and v are white Gaussian noise vectors with zero mean and covariance matrices Q and R, respectively. The components of the state vector are the phases and magnitudes of the nodal voltages, whereas voltage magnitudes, active and reactive power flows and injections form the measurement vector.
In order to adjust the dynamic linear model described by eq. (5) for state time transition, it is necessary to estimate parameters F and G on-line. These parameters can be efficiently obtained by solving the regression equations associated with eq. (5) or by using exponential smoothing techniques [8] . Artificial neural networks have also been proposed to model the non linear trajectory of system operating state over time [11] . The other parameter to be estimated is the covariance matrix Q. This can be achieved by an off-line simulation procedure [8, 9] .
State Forecasting
The one-step-ahead state forecast, denoted by x k +1 , is obtained at time instant k by performing the conditional expectation on eq. (5), i.e.
where x k and Σ k are the estimates for the state vector and its error covariance matrix, respectively. M k+1 denotes the state forecasting error covariance matrix.
State Filtering
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 have shown how the state vector can be predicted at time k+1 based on past information obtained until time k. Now suppose that a new set of measurements z k+1 is available. The estimate of the system state, denoted by x k +1 , can be obtained iteratively by minimizing the weighted least squares objective function J(x) in eq. (9),
where R represents the error measurement covariance matrix. Since the forecasted state vector, x k +1 , is available, it can be used as a suitable linearization or starting point, x k +1 0 ( ) , for the iterative filtering process, reducing the number of iterations and computing time required for convergence. Under normal operating conditions, it is expected that a single iteration will lead to sufficiently accurate results in practice. The estimate x k +1 can then be obtained as: ; and H is the state estimator Jacobian matrix.
The update of all parameters involved in the forecasting and filtering process is computationally feasible for large system, even considering the identification of anomalies, which is actually the major concern [15, 16] . To illustrate the mentioned feasibility, simulation tests with a large Brazilian utility system are reported in [16] .
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed method uses a forecasting-aided state estimator to model system state time evolution. The system state trajectory is modeled from a historical series of past estimates, which takes into account load variations over time at the individual buses. From a given operating condition, it is possible to predict system state one or more instants of time ahead. These predicted states can be used for the calculation of predicted power injections and the associated Jacobian matrices. Finally, the tangent vector can be calculated for each predicted state using eq. (3). For onestep-ahead, one has:
This procedure allows voltage security monitoring through the computation of the tangent vector for future load scenarios, obtained considering load trends all over the system. Once the future operating scenarios are established, a load flow program can be executed to check the existence of power flow solutions. If no solution is obtained, the extrapolation technique presented in Section 2.1 is then employed. Therefore, the load flow divergence is only used to flag voltage collapse problems. Voltage collapse problems will be confirmed by tracking the largest tangent vector component, since its inverse tends to zero at the voltage collapse point. This characteristic is sufficient to separate load flow divergence because of voltage collapse occurrences from other problems, like a significant load/generation increase.
In this work the adopted strategy is to analyze four predicted operating scenarios. Assuming an estimation cycle of 15 minutes, it corresponds to observe system trends for the next hour. During this procedure, every time a new one-step-ahead forecasting is obtained, the forecasted tangent vector is computed, and a conventional load flow program is executed. The forecasted state is then added to the historical series in order to obtain a new one-step ahead forecasting, until the fourth predicted operating scenario is obtained.
At each forecasting step, the power flow computation and the forecasted tangent vector can be used to determine whether the system is approaching an operating condition, for which voltage security problems may occur. When the power flow program does not converge, as previously stated, the system may be close to voltage collapse. In this case, large values for the forecasted tangent vector components are observed and the largest one corresponds to the critical bus. An extrapolation technique based on the tangent vector is then employed to confirm the proximity to voltage collapse and to determine accurately the bifurcation point. The tangent vector is capable of identifying the critical bus and this knowledge can be used to determine control actions (load increase limitations, etc.), in order to preserve system voltage stability. Note that, the extrapolation technique is being employed only The preventive control action adopted in this work is the load increase limitation scheme. The decision for this control action takes place when the one-step-ahead forecast indicates a divergent power flow problem, and the extrapolation technique confirms the proximity to voltage collapse. At this point, the predicted tangent vector can be used to determine the critical bus, helping one to establish preventive control actions. Observe that these actions are implemented before occurring voltage collapse problems, preserving system monitoring by state estimation function.
Note that the methodology proposed in this paper enhances the technique presented in [5] , since the load increase direction is given by the forecasting-aided estimator, where the most recent operating points are taken into account [10] . Even though the technique tested in [5] may handle a generic load increase; only load increase direction as a function of the initial system loading has been implemented.
TEST RESULTS
The IEEE-14 bus system 1 is employed to test the proposed methodology. The system data are slightly modified, and the changes are presented in Appendix. The test cases below are organized in such a way to simulate some different system operating conditions. This is done by considering a same daily load curve for all cases, for which 1300 MW corresponds to 100%. The base case is obtained for a system load about 62% of this value.
Test Case 1 Figure 1 shows the total load behavior considered in this test. The first operating point analyzed corresponds to time instant 25. From that point the system load increases in a linear direction (ramp). The proximity to a voltage collapse point is not detected until the load scenario represented by a circle is reached. At this point, the fourth predicted operating scenario
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Instants of time corresponds to a system loading of 92%. This projected operating point is marked with a square.
Note that the system state trajectory is modeled from a historical series of past estimates, and a sudden change in system trends, e.g. at time instant 38, can not be early identified. Therefore, the proposed algorithm assumes initially that the point marked with a square will be an operating point. Nevertheless, such a point is not a power flow solution. Following the proposed methodology, the extrapolation technique is then applied, since the divergence may be caused by a voltage collapse problem. The voltage collapse point is calculated through the extrapolation technique, yielding λ = 1.5. When this load factor is applied., the total system load is S = 12.15 + j 1.549 pu.
This corresponds to 94% of total system load. However, the actual load behavior avoids such a problem, since the load is established in a lower level. For this case, no preventive control actions have been implemented.
Test Case 2
The second case analyzed consists of a sudden system topological change. For this kind of situation, two possibilities are considered: (a) the contingency drives the system immediately to instability; (b) the system reaches a new operating point after the line is tripped.
The first possibility (a) is illustrated when the transmission line connecting buses 2 and 3 is taken out from the system. For this case, the system looses stability immediately, and no control actions may avoid the problem. Possibility (b) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . At instant 25, the line connecting buses 2 and 4 trips out. At instant 33 (marked with a circle) the state forecasting indicates that system collapses at time 34, since no convergence is obtained. The voltage collapse proximity is confirmed by the extrapolation technique. In this case, the system reaches the voltage collapse point in a load level lower than the one computed in Test Case 1 (the same load curve Total system load (%)
Instants of time The results described in test Cases 1 and 2 clearly indicate that system loading and topology play a very important role in voltage collapse process. However, as stressed in [6] , voltage collapse problem is a local phenomenon that spreads around the neighborhood. Therefore, monitoring the total system load may drive one to wrong conclusions about the stability margin.
Consider now the load curve presented in Figure 3 . At time 62, which corresponds to a load level of 88.5%, load increase is limited at the critical buses. This is marked with a circle. The load limitation scheme is sustained until total system load starts decreasing. Determining the system critical area has been studied in [5] . In this paper the adopted strategy consists of limiting load increase at the three most critical buses. The largest tangent vector components indicate buses 14, 13 and 12 as the critical ones.
The operating point marked with a square is associated with a load level of 95%. This is a stable operating point, since no divergence problems are observed. Comparing this value with the voltage collapse point evaluated in test Case 1, one can see that this stable case is associated with a larger load amount, given by S = 12.82 + j 1.66 pu.
This result leads one to conclude that local load monitoring may provide an effective action for voltage collapse prevention.
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CONCLUSIONS
A new method for on-line voltage collapse assessment is proposed. A forecasting-aided state estimator is employed to detect the proximity of a voltage collapse problem, taking into account system loads trends. The exact voltage collapse point is determined through the use of an extrapolation technique. The tangent vector computed for the predicted scenarios is shown to be effective for critical area identification and voltage collapse point calculation. Test results show that a local load monitoring may be more effective for the determination of control actions to avoid voltage collapse.
